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Safe Harbor Statement

This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, including statements relating to the company's preliminary estimates regarding its financial and business results for 2018, including accessioned volume, revenue and cost of goods per sample; the company’s beliefs regarding the success and benefits of its business model, business strategy and momentum in its business; the company’s beliefs regarding execution of its business plan and the potential areas of growth; the drivers of growth in the company’s business; the company’s belief that its network marks the emergence of a new industry; the company’s beliefs regarding its ability to be a leader in the genetic information management market and a new era of healthcare; potential market opportunities; and the company’s expectations regarding continued growth in 2019 and beyond, including volume and revenue levels. Forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially, and reported results should not be considered as an indication of future performance. These risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to: actual 2018 results and completion of the audit process; the company’s history of losses; the company’s ability to execute on its business plan; the company’s need to scale its infrastructure in advance of demand for its tests and to increase demand for its tests; the company’s ability to develop and commercialize new tests and expand into new markets; the company’s ability to compete; the risk that the company may not obtain or maintain sufficient levels of reimbursement for its tests; risks associated with the company’s ability to use rapidly changing genetic data to interpret test results accurately and consistently; the company’s ability to acquire and successfully integrate businesses; security breaches, loss of data and other disruptions; laws and regulations applicable to the company’s business, including potential regulation by the Food and Drug Administration; and the other risks set forth in the company’s filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including the risks set forth in the company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended September 30, 2018. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date hereof, and Invitae Corporation disclaims any obligation to update these forward-looking statements.

Invitae and the Invitae logo are trademarks of Invitae Corporation. All other trademarks and service marks are the property of their respective owners.
We’ve begun by transforming how genetics is being used
We’ve begun by transforming how genetics is being used...
Consistent execution

- Doubled volume year-over-year to more than 302,000 samples
- Generated revenue of more than $144 million in 2018
- Drove down COGS per sample to less than $250 in the fourth quarter
- Announced year-end 2018 cash balance of approximately $130 million, with access to an additional $125 million
- Exitied 2018 with less than $19 million in quarterly cash burn

Preliminary 2018 unaudited financial results
2019 guidance: building on our momentum

VOLUME

MORE THAN
500,000 samples
EXPECTED IN 2019

REVENUE

MORE THAN
$220 million
EXPECTED IN 2019

REAL-TIME INDICATOR

TRAILING INDICATOR
Breast cancer testing guidelines out of date, missing genetic screening, study says

By Susan Scotti, CNN

Updated 2:27 PM ET, Wed December 12, 2018
A clear-eyed approach to starting your family

MORE THAN

6

million pregnancies per year
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The single largest indicated patient cohort: everyone

More than 16% presented with a medically actionable genetic condition that they were not aware they had.
One patient, multiple answers
One patient, multiple answers
One patient, multiple answers

CARRIER SCREENING

Proactive

Diagnostic

Family health

PERINATAL TESTING
Beyond genetic testing: building a robust network
Next phases of business rapidly coming into view

- **FERTILITY & PERINATAL HEALTH**
- **PGT**
- **PRENATAL TESTING**
- **NEONATAL TESTING**
- **PEDIATRIC TESTING**
- **CARRIER SCREENING**

**PROACTIVE**

- Build partnerships with industry peers to increase utilization of genetic testing

**ADULT INHERITED TESTING**

- Provide genetic information services that inform healthcare throughout life
- Share genetics on a global scale to diagnose more patients correctly and bring therapies to market faster
- Make acquisitions that expand test menu content and services to open new markets
- Build partnerships with industry peers to increase utilization of genetic testing

**GENOME MANAGEMENT**

- Build partnerships with industry peers to increase utilization of genetic testing
Solving the seemingly impossible: there are no shortcuts

- High quality
- Comprehensive
- Affordable

→ Easy access
→ Support every step of the way
Which of these best describes you?

I am generally healthy and interested in understanding possible genetic health risks. Learn more about proactive tests.

I would like carrier screening to understand the risk of passing a genetic disorder to my child. Learn more about carrier screening.

I have a condition that may be genetic and would like to explore testing options. Learn more about diagnostic testing.

Need help deciding which test is right for you? Contact Us.
Your kit has been shipped.

Your kit needs to be activated.

Once you receive your kit, click “Activate Kit” to begin the saliva collection process.
All of your health, informed by genetics…
How we start families
How we enter the world
How we mark our children’s development
What happens when they falter
How we live
How we make, sell, and distribute drugs
How we battle disease
How we grow old and die